
CS_270: Algorithms Lab classes - Week 4 Dr Oliver Kullmann

In the lab-classes this week we experiment withelementary graph algorithms: BFS.

Update the environment: Update the repository via

git pull

or, if you didn’t create it before, create a (new) clone by

git clone git://github.com/OKullmann/CS-242-Algorithms.git

Change to the subdirectory for week 4:

cd ~/CS-242-Algorithms/201314/Week04/

Basic setup: We

1. compile the programs

2. run the code on small examples, to understand the algorithms.

Compilation is done by

Week04> make

The executables produced (of interest) are

BreadthFirstSearch_forest

BreadthFirstSearch

Comments on the programs The two programs are as follows:

1. BreadthFirstSearch_forest N performs BFS on anundirected graph with N vertices, for all
vertices, in the given order (note that we do not have a chosen start-vertex here, but the program
takes all vertices as start-vertices, one after another — and thus we will get a spanningforest, also for
disconnected graphs).

2. BreadthFirstSearch N u runs BFS on adirected graph with N vertices and start vertexu.

Vertices are represented by natural numbers from0 to N − 1 (so examples from the script need renaming).
Both programs take as first argument the numberN of vertices.

Understanding BFS Undirected graphs are handled viaBreadthFirstSearch_forest, which runs in
an outer loop through all vertices (in the natural order). The example from the script is as follows (entering
edges as pairs of vertices; recall that the end of the input is announcedto a program reading from standard
input byCtrl-D).

Week04> ./BreadthFirstSearch_forest 7

0 1

1 2 1 3

2 3 2 4

3 4 3 5 3 6

4 6



9 edges have been read.

Vertex 0: Distance: 0; Parent: nil

Vertex 1: Distance: 1; Parent: 0

Vertex 2: Distance: 2; Parent: 1

Vertex 3: Distance: 2; Parent: 1

Vertex 4: Distance: 3; Parent: 2

Vertex 5: Distance: 3; Parent: 3

Vertex 6: Distance: 3; Parent: 3

Directed graphs are handled as follows, now entering the start vertex assecond argument:

Week04> ./BreadthFirstSearch 3 0

1 0 1 2

2 edges have been read.

Vertex 0: Distance: 0; Parent: nil

Vertex 1: Distance: infinity

Vertex 2: Distance: infinity

Week04> ./BreadthFirstSearch 3 1

1 0 1 2

2 edges have been read.

Vertex 0: Distance: 1; Parent: 1

Vertex 1: Distance: 0; Parent: nil

Vertex 2: Distance: 1; Parent: 1

> ./BreadthFirstSearch 3 2

1 0 1 2

2 edges have been read.

Vertex 0: Distance: infinity

Vertex 1: Distance: infinity

Vertex 2: Distance: 0; Parent: nil

Tasks (answers to be shown to the postgrads):

1. Draw the above examples (of course, on paper), perform the algorithms, and check/understand the
above output.

2. Create an undirected graphG with three connected components and 12 vertices altogether, predict the
output of the forest-version, and check.

3. Pick the largest connected componentG′ of G, transform this (undirected) graphG′ into a digraph in
the appropriate way, and run the digraph-program, so that we get the same output as before for that
part ofG.

4. Create the digraph which is the circuit with5 edges, predict the output of the start-vertex-version for
all five possible choices of the start-vertex, and check.

5. Create a directed graph with 8 vertices and 15 edges, and predict the output for two choices of the
start vertex.

6. Draw the computed spanning trees / spanning forests for all (di)graphs you considered.


